Vaccination- debate heats up
We received these letters in response to
"Seeing Double" in the October 2007 issue.
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can't believe that Veterinary Economics is advocating
twice-yearly vaccinations. You're insane, Irrefutable damage occurs every time a needle is used to inject any patient-human
or otherwise. The AVMA, AAFp, and AAHA are
advocating three-year vaccines, even with the knowledge
that three years isn't needed and will undoubtedly be changing. Leading vaccine researchers are all advocating minimal
vaccinations to imprint the genetics of the puppyor
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kitten
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and then using titer testing to see if and when the pet may
ever need another vaccine. There's a Veterinary Vaccine Injury
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Compensation Act for a reason.
Obviously, you don't know anything about vaccinology or
you'd understand that what you're advocating is serious immune destruction. What you're advocating isn't only irresponsible, it's unconscionable-that
is, if you had a conscience.

Patricia Monahan Jordan,

DVM, eVA, CTCVH

and herbology
Fall River, Mass.
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N,C. State, '86
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ow can you print a practice's vaccine protocol that is
just Qegging for a lawsuit? The AVMA, AAHA, and
most veterinary colleges recommend afar less intense schedule (every three years only for core, and Bordetella
isn't core for dogs or cats). Your conscience should be screaming, We know that the vaccine schedule presented causes
many illnesses and isn't necessary, Maybe, to be fair, the author
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practices in an area with endemic arid epidemic leptospirosis
of the specific serotypes that actually are in the vaccines; otherwise it is contraindicated to give leptospirosis vaccine,

Christina Chambreau,

DVM

Baltimore
University of Georgia
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he unnecessary overvaccination of pets wasn't addressed in your article. I was appalled. Your horrendous suggestion-to
give vaccines twice yearly and
so many vaccinations at a time-is contraindicated by AVMA
guidelines. Consider the number of vaccine-related diseases I
see almost daily in my practice, You should be ashamed to be
a proponent of uneducated information that hurts pets instead of helping them, I'd refer to information from the American Holistic Veterinary Medical Association and the Academy
of Veterinary Homeopathy for more accurate advice,

Martha Lindsay,
North Andover,
Michigan

DVM, CVH

Mass,

State University '79
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